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Abstract—Memristors, initially introduced in the 1970s, have
received increased attention upon successful synthesis in 2008.
Considerable work has been done on its modeling and appli-
cations in specific areas, however, very little is known on the
potential of memristors for control applications. Being nanoscopic
variable resistors, one can consider its use in making variable
gain amplifiers which in turn can implement gain scheduled
control algorithms. The main contribution of this paper is
the development of a generic memristive analog gain control
framework and theoretic foundation of a gain scheduled robust-
adaptive control strategy which can be implemented using this
framework. Analog memristive controllers may find applications
in control of large array of miniaturized devices where robust
and adaptive control is needed due to parameter uncertainty and
ageing issues.
Index Terms—BMI Optimization, Control of Miniaturized De-
vices, Gain Scheduling, Memristor, Robust and Adaptive Control
I. INTRODUCTION
MEMRISTOR [1], considered as the fourth basic circuitelement, remained dormant for four decades until the
accidental discovery of memristance in nanoscopic crossbar ar-
rays by a group of HP researchers [2]. Memristor, an acronym
for memory-resistor, has the capability of memorizing its
history even after it is powered off. This property makes it
a desirable candidate for designing high density non-volatile
memory [3]. However, optimal design of such hardware ar-
chitectures will require accurate knowledge of the nonlinear
memristor dynamics. Hence, considerable effort has been
channeled to mathematically model memristor dynamics (see
[2], [4], [5], [6]). The memorizing ability of memristor has lead
researchers to think about its possible use in neuromorphic
engineering. Memristors can be used to make dense neural
synapses [7] which may find applications in neural networks
[8], character recognition [9], emulating evolutionary learning
(like that of Amoeba [10]). Other interesting application of
memristor may include its use in generating higher frequency
harmonics which can be used in nonlinear optics [11] and its
use in making programmable analog circuits [12], [13].
Memristor is slowly attracting the attention of the control
community. Two broad areas have received attention: 1) Con-
trol of Memristive Systems. This include works reported in
[14], [15] give detailed insight into modelling and control
of memristive systems in Port-Hamiltonian framework while
State-of-the-Art work may include [16] which studies global
stability of Memristive Neural Networks. 2) Control using
Memristive Systems. The very first work in this genre was
reported in [17] where the author derived the describing func-
tion of a memristor which can be used to study the existence
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Figure 1. a) Memristor as a missing link of Electromagnetic Theory. Adapted
from [4]. b) Memristor as a series resistor formed by doped and undoped
regions of T iO2. Adapted from [2].
of undesirable limit cycles (i.e. sustained oscillations) in a
closed loop system consisting of memristive controller and
linear plant. Another line of work may include [18], [19] which
uses memristor as a passive element to inject variable damping
thus ensuring better transient response. In this paper we lay the
groundwork to use memristor as an analog gain control (AGC)
element for robust-adaptive control of miniaturized systems.
Why "Analog Memristive Controller"?: Several appli-
cations needs controlling an array of miniaturized devices.
Such devices demands Robust-Adaptive Control due to param-
eter uncertainty (caused by design errors) and time varying
nature (caused by ageing effect). Robust-Adaptive Control
algorithms found in literature are so complex that they require
micrcontroller for implementation. This poses scalability and
integration issues [20] (page 190) because microcontroller in
itself is a complicated device. The motive of this work is two
folded: 1) Invoke a thought provoking question: “Can modern
control laws (like Robust-Adaptive control) be implemented
using analog circuits1?”. 2) Suggest memristor as an AGC
element2 for implementing Robust-Adaptive Control.
The paper is organized as follows. We begin our study by
gaining basic understanding of memristor in Section II. A
generic gain control architecture using memristor is proposed
in Section III. Section IV discusses a robust-adaptive control
strategy which can be implemented in an analog framework.
Section V deals with designing an analog controller for a
miniaturized setup by using results from Section III and IV.
1A microcontroller (or a few microcontrollers) may be used to control
an array of miniaturized devices by using Time Multiplexing. In time
multiplexing a microcontroller controls each element of the array in a cyclic
fashion. In such a scenario a microcontroller will face a huge computational
load dependent on the size of the arrray. Upcoming ideas like “event-based
control” promises to reduce the computational load by allowing aperodic
sampling. The motive of this work is not to challenge an existing idea but to
propose an alternative one.
2CMOS based hybrid circuits like that proposed in [21] can also act like
variable gain control element. However memristors are much smaller (found
below 10nm) than such hybrid circuits and hence ensures better scalability.
Gain-Span of memristor is also more than CMOS based hybrid circuits.
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Figure 2. Plot of jogelkar window function with p = 8 for HP memristor. For
a tolerance of 5% in f
(
w
D
)
the safe zone of operation is w
D
∈ [0.08 , 0.91].
II. MEMRISTOR PRELIMINARIES
Chua [1] postulated the existence of memristor as a missing
link in the formulation of electromagnetism. Fig. 1a) gives
an intuitive explanation of the same. As evident from Fig.
1a), such an element will link charge Q and flux Φ, i.e.
Φ = f (Q). Differentiating this relation using chain rule and
applying Lenz’s Law yields
V = M (Q) I (1)
suggesting that the element will act like a charge controlled
variable resistor with M (Q) = dfdQ as the variable resistance.
This device has non-volatile memory ([1], [4]) and are hence
called memristors. Memristive systems [22] are generalization
of memristor with state space representation,
W˙ = F (W , I) ; V = R (W , I) I (2)
where, W are the internal state variables, I is the input
current, V is the output voltage, R (W , I) is the memristance.
Memristor reported by HP Labs in [2] is essentially a mem-
ristive system with the following state space representation,
w˙ = µRonD f
(
w
D
)
I; V =
[
Ron
w
D +Roff
(
1− wD
)]
I (3)
It consists of two layers: a undoped region of oxygen-rich
TiO2 and doped region of oxygen-deficient TiO2−x. Doped
region has channel length w and low resistance while undoped
region has channel length D − w and high resistance. These
regions form a series resistance as shown in Fig. 1b. Ron and
Roff are the effective resistance when w = D and w = 0
respectively with Roff  Ron. µ is the ion mobility. When
external bias is applied, the boundary between the two regions
drift. This drift is slower near the boundaries, i.e. w˙ → 0
as w → 0 or w → D. This nature is captured in [4], [5]
using window function f
(
w
D
)
. A plot of Joglekar window
function f
(
w
D
)
= 1 − ( 2wD − 1)p is shown in Fig. 2. A
close investigation of various proposed models [2], [4], [5],
[6] reveals two important facts: 1) As shown in Fig. 2, f
(
w
D
)
is approximately 1, except near the boundaries. 2) Boundary
dynamics of memristor is highly non-linear and still a matter
of debate. Hence the region w ∈ [wl, wh], 0 < wl < wh < D,
where f
(
w
D
)
≈ 1 is the safe zone in which memristor
dynamics can be approximated as
Q˙M = I ; V =
[
RSoff − αSQM
]
I (4)
where, αS = (
RSoff−RSon)
QSM
, RSoff = Roff − (Roff −Ron) wlD ,
RSon = Roff − (Roff −Ron) whD , DS = wh − wl, QSM =
DSD
µRon
. Superscript “S” means “safe”. In equation (4) we define
QM such that QM = 0 when w = wl. Then QM = QSM when
w = wh. Hence equation (4) is valid when QM ∈
[
0 , QSM
]
.
From now on, the following conventions will be used:
1) Memristor would mean a HP memristor operating in safe
zone. Memristor dynamics is governed by equation (4).
2) The schematic symbol of the memristor shown in Fig.
1a will be used. Conventionally, resistance of memristor
decreases as the current enters from the port marked "+".
3) HP memristor parameters: Ron = 100Ω, Roff = 16kΩ,
D = 10nm, µ = 10−14m
2
sV . We model the memristor
using Joglekar Window Function with p = 8. The safe
zone is marked by wl = 0.08D and wh = 0.91D (see
Fig. 2) in which f
(
w
D
) ≥ 0.95. This gives: RSoff =
15kΩ, RSon = 1.5kΩ, Q
S
M = 83µC, α
S = 1.6× 108 ΩC .
These parameters will used for design purposes.
III. ANALOG GAIN CONTROL FRAMEWORK
In this section we design a AGC circuit whose input-output
relation is governed by the following equation,
K˙ = αkVC (t) ; Vu (t) = KVe (t) (5)
We assume that K > 0. This is basically a variable gain
proportional controller with output voltage Vu, error voltage
Ve and variable gain K. K is controlled by control voltage
VC . αk determines the sensitivity of VC on K. An analog
circuit following equation (5) is generic in the sense that
it can be used to implement any gain scheduled control
algorithm. We assume VC and Ve are band limited, i.e. - the
maximum frequency component of VC and Ve are ωMC and
ωMe respectively. Knowledge of ω
M
C and ω
M
e is assumed.
The proposed circuit is shown in Fig. 3. We assume the
availability of positive and negative power supply3 VDD and
−VDD. All op-amps are powered by VDD and −VDD.
Claim 1: The proposed circuit shown in Fig. 3. is an
approximate analog realization of equation (5) if:
1) Electrical components in Fig. 3. are ideal. Also for
MOSFET’s, threshold voltage Vth ≈ 0.
2) ωm = 1000 max
{(
ωMC + ω
M
e
)
, 2ωMC
}
3) RfCf = 100ωm ; ReCe =
1
2(ωMC +ωMe )
We understand the working of the proposed circuit by
studying its four distinct blocks and in the process prove the
above claim. The output response of each block for a given
input, Ve and VC , is shown in Fig. 4. It should be noted that
the tuning rules proposed in the claim is only one such set of
values which will make the circuit follow equation (5).
Remark 1: Substrate of all NMOS and PMOS are connected
to −VDD and VDD respectively. In ON state4, voltages be-
tween −VDD to (VDD − Vth) will pass through5 NMOS and
3VDD and −VDD are the highest and the lowest potential available in the
circuit. From control standpoint, it imposes bounds on control input Vu.
4With a slight abuse of terminology, a NMOS and a PMOS is said to be
in ON state when its gate voltage is VDD and −VDD respectively.
5A voltage is said to pass through a MOSFET if the exact voltage applied
at its source(drain) terminal appears at its drain(source) terminal.
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Figure 3. Memristive AGC Circuit. Ve and VC are the inputs. Vu, VL1 and
VL2 are the outputs. VL1 and VL2 are zone indicating voltages.
voltages between − (VDD − Vth) to VDD will pass through
PMOS. If Vth ≈ 0, any voltage between −VDD to VDD will
pass through NMOS and PMOS when they are in ON state.
A. Memristor Gain Block
The key idea of this block has been adapted from [23]. V mC
and Ve are inputs to this block while Vm is the output. For now
we assume V mC = VC (details discussed in III-D). Current Im
through memristor is
Im (t) =
Ve (t) sin (ωmt)
RI︸ ︷︷ ︸
Inoise
+
VC (t)
RC︸ ︷︷ ︸
Icntrl
From equation (4), resistance of the memristor is given by
M (QM ) = R
S
off − αSQM . Differentiating this relation we
get, M˙ = −αSIm (t). Hence voltage Vm is given by
M˙ = −αSIm (t) ; Vm (t) = −Im (t)M (6)
Note that ωm = 1000 max
{(
ωMC + ω
M
e
)
, 2ωMC
}
> ωMe .
In such a case the minimum component frequency of Inoise =
Ve(t) sin(ωmt)
RI
is ωm − ωMe . Now
ωm − ωMe = 1000 max
{(
ωMC + ω
M
e
)
, 2ωMC
}− ωMe
≥ 1000 (ωMC + ωMe )− ωMe
= 1000ωMC + 999ω
M
e  ωMC
This implies that the lowest component frequency of Inoise
is much greater than the highest component frequency of
Icntrl. Also note that M˙ = −αSIm (t) in an integrator with
input Im (t) and output M (t). As integrator is a low pass
filter, the effect of high frequency component Inoise on M
is negligible compared to Icntrl. Hence equation (6) can be
modified as
M˙ ≈ − α
S
RC
VC (t) ; Vm (t) = V
1
m + V
2
m where, (7)
V 1m = −MVe(t)RI sin (ωmt) and V 2m = −
MVC(t)
RC
. Note V 1m is
the modulated form of the desired output with gain K = MRI .
Remark 2: M (t) is the variable gain. According to equation
(5), Ve should not effect M (t). Without modulating Ve, the
effect of Ve (t) on M (t) would not have been negligible.
B. High Pass Filter (HPF)
The role of HPF is to offer negligible attenuation to V 1m
and high attenuation to V 2m thereby ensuring that the Envelope
Detector can recover the desired output.
Note that M (t) is basically the integral of VC (t). Since
integration is a linear operation it does not do frequency trans-
lation. Hence the component frequencies of M (t) and VC (t)
are same. Let ωm1 and ω
M
2 denote the minimum component
frequency of V 1m and maximum component frequency of V
2
m
respectively. Now
ωm1 = ωm −Maximum Frequency Component ofMVe
= ωm −Maximum Frequency Component of VCVe
= ωm −
(
ωMC + ω
M
e
)
(8)
ωM2 = Maximum Frequency Component ofMVC
= Maximum Frequency Component of (VC)
2
= 2ωMC (9)
The attenuation offered by the HPF is given by
−10 log
(
1 + (ωRfCf )
−2
)
dB. We want to study the atten-
uation characteristics at two frequencies:
1) At ω = ωm1 : At this frequency
ωm1 RfCf
=
100
(
ωm −
(
ωMC + ω
M
e
))
ωm
= 100
(
1− ω
M
C + ω
M
e
ωm
)
≥ 100
(
1− 1
1000
)
≈ 100 (10)
Inequality (10) is possibe because ωm =
1000 max
{(
ωMC + ω
M
e
)
, 2ωMC
}
implying ωm
ωMC +ω
M
e
≥ 1000.
For ωm1 RfCf ≥ 100 attenuation is approximately 0 dB.
As the HPF offers almost no attenuation to the minimum
component frequency of V 1m, it will offer no attenuation to
the higher component frequency of V 1m as well. Hence V
1
m
suffers negligible attenuation.
2) At ω = ωM2 : At this frequency
ωM2 RfCf = 100
2ωMC
ωm
≤ 100
1000
= 0.1 (11)
Inequality (11) is possibe because ωm =
1000 max
{(
ωMC + ω
M
e
)
, 2ωMC
}
implying ωm
2ωMC
≥ 1000.
For ωM2 RfCf ≤ 0.1 attenuation is more than −20 dB. As
the HPF offers high attenuation to the maximum component
frequency of V 2m, it will offer higher attenuation to the
lower component frequency of V 2m. Hence V
2
m gets highly
attenuated.
As V 1m undergoes almost no attenuation (≈ 0dB), the output
of HPF is Vf = −V 1m. The minus sign before V 1m is justified
as the HPF is in inverting mode.
C. Envelope Detector
The input to this block is Vf =
MVe(t)
RI
sin (ωmt). Similar
to amplitude modulation (AM), here sin (ωmt) is the carrier
and MVe(t)RI is the signal to be recovered. We use a polarity
sensitive envelope detector as MVe(t)RI can be both positive or
negative. The key idea used here is that the polarity of Ve and
4Vu is same since K = MRI > 0. Hence we detect the positive
peaks of Vf when Ve is positive by keeping T1 ON and TC1
OFF . When Ve is negative, negative peaks of Vf are detected
by keeping TC1 ON and T1 OFF . Remaining working of
the envelope detector is similar to a conventional Diode-based
Envelope Detector and can be found in [24]. Effective envelope
detection using diode based envelope detector requires:
1) ωm  ωMC + ωMe , i.e. the frequency of the carrier
should be much greater than the maximum component
frequency of the signal. Here sin (ωmt) is the carrier
whose frequency is ωm while MVeRI is the signal whose
maximum component frequency is ωMC + ω
M
e (refer
equation (8)).
2) 1ωm  ReCe, i.e. the time constant of the envelope
detector is much larger than the time period of the
modulating signal. This ensures that the capacitor Ce
(refer Fig. 3) discharges slowly between peaks thereby
reducing the ripples.
3) ReCe < 1ωMC +ωMe
, i.e. the time constant of the envelope
detector should be less than the time period correspond-
ing to the maximum component frequency of the signal
getting modulated. This is necessary so that the output of
the envelope detector can effectively track the envelope
of the modulated signal.
The proposed tuning rule in Claim 1 satisfies these condi-
tions. In general, for amplitude modulation (AM) the choice of
modulating frequency is 100 times the maximum component
frequency of the signal getting modulated. Unlike AM, our
multiplying factor is 1000 instead of 100. The reason for
choosing this should be clearly understood. In a conventional
diode based peak detector the ripple in output voltage can
be decreased either by increasing the modulating frequency
ωm or by increasing the time constant ReCe. But ReCe is
upper bounded by 1
ωMC +ω
M
e
. In our case the signal to be
modulated, i.e. MVeRI , may contain frequencies anywhere in
the range
[
0, ωMC + ω
M
e
]
. For a given ReCe a signal with a
lower frequency will suffer higher ripple. Hence to constrain
the ripple for any frequency in the specified range one must
constrain the ripple for 0 frequency (DC voltage). For DC
voltage ripple factor is approximately 2pi×100√
3ωmReCe
. With the
choice of ReCe made in Claim 1 and 100 as multipying
factor, ripple factor is as large as 7.2%. Therefore, we choose
multiplying factor of 1000 which gives a ripple factor of
0.72%. The output of the envelope detector is MVe(t)RI and
the final output of the circuit is
M˙ ≈ − α
S
RIRC
VC (t) ; Vu (t) =MVe (12)
where, M = MRI . Comparing equations (5) and (12) we see
that αk = − αSRIRC and K = M where M ∈
[
RSon
RI
,
RSoff
RI
]
.
RI is tuned to get the desired range of gain while RC is a
free parameter which can be tuned according to the needs.
D. Charge Saturator Block
This block limits the memristor to work in its safe zone
hence ensuring validity of equation (4). In safe zone the
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Figure 4. Output of various stages of the circuit shown in Fig. 3, i.e. Vm,
Vf and Vu, corresponding to inputs: Ve and VC . Parameters of simulations
are: HP Memristor in safe zone, ωm = 628 × 103 rads−1, RC = 100
kΩ, RI = 1 kΩ, RfCf = 0.159 ms, ReCe = 0.796 ms, VDD = 5 V ,
RsCs = 0.826 s. Vu is obtained by simulating the circuit show in Fig. 3.
The true output is obtained by numerically solving equation (5). In both
cases we use Ve and VC shown in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b respectively as inputs.
following equations are valid6,
dVIG
dt
= − V
m
C
RsCs
;
dQM
dt
=
V mC
RC
⇒ dVIG
dQM
= − RC
RsCs
(13)
Recall that in the safe zone w ∈ [wl , wh] and QM ∈[
0 , QSM
]
. We assume that integrator voltage VIG = 0 when
QM = 0 (or w = wl). Integrating equation (13) under this
assumption yields
VIG = − RC
RsCs
QM (14)
In equation (14), if QM = QSM (or w = wh), VIG = −RCQ
S
M
RsCs
.
Hence, VIG ∈
[
−RCQSMRsCs , 0
]
when memristor is in its safe
zone. In Fig. 3 comparator O1 and O2 are used to compare
VIG to know if the memristor is in safe zone. Note that: 1) Ref-
erence voltage of comparator O1 and O2 is GND and voltage
VH (across capacitor CH ) respectively. VH is set to −RCQ
S
M
RsCs
by Synchronization Block (refer Section III-E). 2) In Fig. 3 any
MOSFET transistor couple, Ti and TCi, are in complementary
state, i.e. if Ti is ON , TCi will be OFF and vice-versa. 3)
Comparator output VL1 and VL2 gives knowledge about the
state of the memristor. Also VL1, VL2 ∈ {−VDD, VDD}. Now
depending on VL1 and VL2, three different cases may arise:
Case 1 (VH < VIG < 0⇒ VL1 = VDD , VL2 = VDD)
This implies that the memristor is in its safe zone, i.e. 0 <
QM < Q
S
M . QM can either increase or decrease. Hence both
T2 and T3 are ON allowing both positive and negative voltage
to pass through, i.e. V mC = VC .
Case 2 (VIG < VH ⇒ VL1 = VDD , VL2 = −VDD)
This happens when QM ≥ QSM . Since QM can only decrease,
T2 is kept OFF but T3 is ON . Two cases are possible: if
6Actually, dQM
dt
=
VmC
RC
+
Ve sin((ωmt))
RI
. But as proved in III-A, the effect
of high frequency term, Ve sin (ωmt) on QM is negligible.
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Figure 5. a) Schematic of Synchronization Block. b), c), d), e) Graphs
showing operations of Synchronization Block. In these graphs preset mode
operates for the first 1s and online calibration mode operates for the next 1s.
VC > 0, T4 and TC2 will be ON making V mC = 0 or VC < 0
making it pass through T3 and thereby setting V mC = VC .
Case 3 (VIG > 0⇒ VL1 = −VDD , VL2 = VDD)
This happens when QM ≤ 0. Since QM can only increase, T3
is kept OFF but T2 is ON . Two cases are possible: if VC < 0,
TC4 and TC3 will be ON making V mC = 0 or VC > 0 making
it pass through T2 and thereby setting V mC = VC .
E. Synchronization Block
Operation of Charge Saturator Block assumes that: 1)
VIG = 0 when QM = 0 (or w = wl). 2) Voltage VH across
capacitor CH equals −RCQ
S
M
RsCs
. This block ensures these two
conditions and thereby guarantees that the memristor and the
integrator in Fig. 3 are in “synchronization”. Synchronization
Block is shown in Fig. 5a). In Fig. 5a, the op-amp with the
memristor, the integrator and capacitor CH are indeed part of
the circuit shown in Fig. 3. Such a change in circuit connection
is possible using appropriate switching circuitry. This block
operates in two modes:
Preset Mode: We first ensure that VIG = 0, when w = wl. In
this mode switch S1 and S2 are ON and switch S3 and S4 are
OFF . When S2 is closed the residual charge in capacitor CH
will get neutralized thus ensuring VIG = 0. Next we make w =
wl. Note that V1 = −MVDDRC and V2 = −
RSoffVDD
RC
. If M <
RSoff then V1 > V2 ⇒ VL3 = −VDD. Hence the path ADBC
of wheatstone bridge arrangement will be active making the
current flow from (−)ve to (+)ve terminal of the memristor.
This will increase M till M = RSoff . If M > R
S
off , the path
ABDC is active making M decrease till M = RSoff .
Online Calibration7: Immediately after preset mode is com-
plete, S1 and S2 are switched OFF and S3 and S4 are
switched ON . Now, V1 = −MVDDRC and V2 = −
RSonVDD
RC
.
In this step VL3 = VDD as M > RSon always. Path ABDC
will be active driving M to RSon. As VL3 is given as an
7If we tune Rs and Cs s.t. −RCQ
S
M
RsCs
= −VDD , VIG ∈ [−VDD, 0] when
memristor is in safe zone. Then we can directly use power supply −VDD
as the reference voltage for comparator O2. This will eliminate the need
of capacitor CH and “Online Calibration”. However if −RCQ
S
M
RsCs
6= −VDD
(due to tuning error), this approach may drive the memristor to non-safe zone.
input to the integrator, capacitor CH will also get charged.
Note that in this step memristor will work in safe zone. Also
VIG = 0 when QM = 0 (ensured by preset mode). Hence
relation between VIG and QM will be governed by equation
(14). When M gets equalized to RSon, QM = Q
S
M , thereby
making VH = VIG = −RCQ
S
M
RsCs
.
Each of the modes operate for a predefined time. The
resistors and hence the voltages V1 and V2 may get equalized
before the predefined time after which VL3 will switch rapidly.
Such rapid switching can be prevented by replacing the
comparator O3 by a cascaded arrangement of a differential
amplifier followed by a hysteresis block.
Various graphs corresponding to synchronization process
are shown in Fig. 5 b), c), d), e). Memristor Gain Block and
the Integrator of Charge Saturator Block should be periodically
synchronized to account for circuit non-idealities. One such
non-ideality can be caused if the capacitor CH is leaky causing
the voltage VH to drift with time.
Remark 3: In the discussion of the Synchronization Block
we have slightly misused the symbols RSon and R
S
off . Resis-
tance of RSon and R
S
off shown in Fig. 5a should be close
to the actual RSon and R
S
off (as mentioned in Section II)
respectively. It is not necessary that they should be exactly
equal. However, there resistance must lie within the safe zone.
This alleviates analog implementation by eliminating the need
of precision resistors. It should be noted that the maximum
and the minimum resistance of the memristor in safe zone
is governed by the resistances RSon and R
S
off used in the
Synchronization Block not the actual RSon and R
S
off .
To conclude, in this section we designed an Analog Gain
Control framework using Memristor. Schematic of Memristive
AGC is shown in Fig. 2 whose circuit parameters can be tuned
using Claim 1. Memristive AGC’s designed in this work is
“generic” in the sense that it can be used to implement several
Gain-Scheduled control algorithms.
IV. CONTROL STRATEGY
As mentioned in the introduction, we are interested in
designing Robust Adaptive Control Algorithms to tackle issues
like parameter uncertainty (caused by design errors) and time
varying nature (caused by ageing effect and atmospheric varia-
tion). ‘Simplicity’ is the key aspect of any control algorithm to
be implementable in analog framework as we do not have the
flexibility of ‘coding’. Robust Adaptive Control Algorithms
found in control literature cannot be implemented in an analog
framework due to their complexity. Here we propose a simple
gain-scheduled robust adaptive control algorithm which can
be easily implemented using Memristive AGC discussed in
Section III. We prove the stability of the proposed algorithm
using Lyapunov-Like method in Section IV-A.
Notations: The notations used in this paper are quite stan-
dard. R+ and Rn denotes the set of positive real numbers
and the n-dimensional real space respectively. I represents
identity matrix of appropriate dimension. |·| is the absolute
value operator. ∅ represents a null set. The bold face symbols
S and S+ represents the set of all symmetric matrices and pos-
itive definite symmetric matrices respectively. inf (·) (sup (·))
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Figure 6. a) Hysteresis Function as mentioned in equation (16). T is the
scan time. α ∈ R+ − {0} and γ ∈ [0, 1) are tuning constants. b) First six
images shows the scan/rest mode of RGS. The last three images depicts the
concept of drifting. c) Figure showing the worst case scan time.
represents the infimum (supremum) of a set. For a matrix
A, λm (A) and λM (A) denotes the minimum and maximum
eigenvalue of A respectively. A  B implies B−A is positive
semi-definite while A ≺ B implies B−A is positive definite.
The euclidean norm of a vector and the induced spectral norm
of a matrix is denoted
∥∥·∥∥. The operator × when applied
on sets implies the cartesian product of the sets. Conv {A}
implies the convex hull of set A. Analysis presented futher
in this paper uses ideas from real analysis, linear algebra
and convex analysis. For completeness, these ideas are briefly
reviewed in Appendix C.
A. Reflective Gain Space Search (RGS)
Consider a SISO uncertain linear time variant (LTV) system
with states x =
[
x1 x2 · · · xN
]T ∈ RN , input u ∈ R and
output y ∈ R described by the following state space equation
x˙ = A (t)x+B (t)u ; y = Cx = x1 where, (15)
A (t) =

0 1 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · 1
a1 (t) a2 (t) · · · aN (t)
 B (t) =

0
...
0
b (t)

The output matrix C =
[
1 · · · 0 0 ].
Assumptions:
1) The order N of the system is known.
2) The variation of ai (t) , ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , N and b (t) due to
parameter uncertainty and time variation is bounded, i.e.
(A (t) , B (t)) belongs to a bounded set L. L is assumed
to be a connected set. A (t) and B (t) are not known but
knowledge of L is assumed. This assumption basically
means that we don’t have knowledge about ai (t) and
b (t) however we know the range in which they lie.
3)
∥∥A˙∥∥ ≤ δA and ∥∥B˙∥∥ ≤ δB . Knowledge of δA and δB
is assumed. This assumption basically means that A (t)
and B (t) are continous in time.
4) Let b (t) ∈ [bl, bu] s.t. bl ≤ bu, and either bl > 0 or bu <
0. This choice of bl and bu is explained in Section IV-B.
Example to clarify the concept of L, δA and δB is dealt
later in Section IV-B however we give the following example
to better explain Assumption 4.
Example 1: Consider two cases: 1) b (t) ∈ [−2, 3] 2) b (t) ∈
[0.5, 3]. According to Assumption 4, Case 2 is possible while
Case 1 is not. This example clearly illustrates that according
to Assumption 4 the sign of b (t) does not change with time
and is known with absolute certainty. Note that sign of b (t)
decides the sign of static gain8 of the system. So Assumption
4 in certain sense means that the sign of static gain does not
change with time and is known with absolute certainty. For
all practical scenario such an assumption is valid.
Notice that all assumptions are mild from practical view-
point. Our aim is to regulate the output around the operating
point y∗ = x∗1 = r. Conventional set-point control consist
of a bias term ub (t) plus the regulation control input ur (t),
i.e. u (t) = ub (t) + ur (t). Here we assume that ub (t) is
designed s.t. x∗ =
[
r 0 . . . 0
]T
is the equilibrium point
and concentrate on the synthesis of ur (t). For simplicity
we consider r = 0, i.e. x∗ =
[
0 0 . . . 0
]T
is the
equilibrium point. As we are dealing with a linear system
the same analysis is valid for r 6= 0. The controller structure
is, ur (t) = −K (t) y (t), where K (t) ∈ [km, kM ] is the
variable gain s.t. 0 < km < kM . Let E = xTPx be the
Lyapunov Candidate Function9 with P ∈ S+. Then RGS is as
simple Gain-Scheduled control strategy given by the following
equation
K˙ = sgn · h
(
E˙
E
)
; ur = −Ky (16)
where, sgn ∈ {−1, 1} and h
(
E˙
E
)
is a hysteresis function
shown in Fig. 6a. Working of RGS can be explained as:
1) RGS finds the stabilizing gain10, i.e. the gain which
renders E˙ < 0 (E˙ < −αE in a more strict sense),
by reflecting back and forth between [km, kM ]. RGS is
said to be in "Scan Mode" when it is scanning for the
stabilizing gain. It goes to "Rest Mode" when stabilizing
gain is found. RGS Scan Cycle is clearly depicted in the
first six images of Fig. 5b).
2) RGS uses E˙ as stability indicator. E˙ is found by
differentiating E which in turn is calculated using E =
x (t)
T
Px (t). To get the states x (t) we differentiate the
output y (t) N − 1 times.
3) Scan Mode is triggered when E˙ > −γαE (refer Fig.
6a). Scan Mode is associated with a scan time of
T , i.e. time taken to scan from km to kM . Hence,
h
(
E˙
E
)
= kM−kmT . The value of sgn is 1 when gain
space is searched from km to kM and −1 otherwise.
Scan mode operates till E˙ > −αE.
8Unlike LTI system, static gain for LTV system may not be well defined.
Here we define static gain of LTV system (15) as b(t)
a1(t)
.
9Use of time invariant Lyapunov Function to analyse stability of LTV
systems has been used in [25] (Chap. 5, 7) and [26] (Chap. 3).
10The term ”stabilizing gain” has been slightly misused. Stability of LTV
system cannot be assured even if the closed loop system matrix, A (t) −
B (t)K (t)C, has negative real eigen part for all t > 0 ([27], [28]).
74) Rest Mode is triggered when E˙ < −αE. In this mode
h
(
E˙
E
)
= 0, i.e. the stabilizing gain is held constant.
Rest mode operates till E˙ < −γαE.
5) In the process of finding stabilizing gain, LTV system
may expand (E increases) in Scan Mode and will
contract (E decreases) in Rest Mode. RGS ensures that
even in the worst case, contraction is always dominant
over expansion, guaranteeing stability.
Stabilizing Gain Set11 KP,s (t) for a given P  0 and s ∈
R+ at time t is defined as
KP,s (t) =
{
K ∈ R : AC (t)T P + PAC (t)  −sI,
AC (t) = A (t)−B (t)KC, km ≤ K ≤ kM
}
Lemma 1: If KP,s (t) 6= ∅, ∀t ≥ 0 then under Assumption
3, KP,s (t)
⋂KP,s (t+ δt) 6= ∅ if δt→ 0.
Proof: This lemma basically means that stabilizing gain set
will drift. If the stabilizing gain set is drifting then there will
be an intersection between stabilizing gain sets at time t1 and
t2 if t2 − t1 is small. Drifting is obvious under Assumption 3
however a formal proof is given in Appendix A.
Concept of “drifting” is clearly depicted in the last three
images of Fig. 5b. Notice that at t = t5 the stabilizing gain set
is almost found. Two possible cases are shown in Fig. 5b for
t = t5 + δt where δt→ 0. In the first case the stabilizing gain
set is drifting while in the other case the stabilizing gain set
jumps. In the first case the stabilizing gain is found and RGS
goes to Rest Mode. In the second case RGS will just miss the
stabilizing gain set. Hence if the stabilizing set keeps jumping,
the scan mode may never end. Hence if the stabilizing set
keeps jumping, the scan mode may never end. As mentioned
in Lemma 1, stabilizing set KP,s (t) never jumps if Assumption
3 is valid. Therefore Lemma 1 is important to guarantee an
upper bound on the time period of Scan Mode from which we
get the following Lemma.
Lemma 2: If KP,s (t) 6= ∅, ∀t ≥ 0 then under Assumption
3, the maximum time period of Scan Mode is 2T .
Proof: It is a direct consequence of Lemma 1. The worst
case time period of 2T happens only in two cases. Both the
cases are shown in Fig. 6c.
Theorem 1: LTV system characterized by equation (15) and
set L is stable under RGS Control Law proposed in equation
(16) if it satisfies the following criterion
1) [C1] If corresponding to all (A,B) ∈ L there exist
atleast one gain KAB ∈ [km, kM ] s.t.
(A−BKABC)T P + P (A−BKABC)  −sI (17)
for some s ∈ R+.
2) [C2] Scan time T < λm(P )α
2(1−γ2)
8δmax(λLM ,0)
. Here γ ∈ [0, 1),
δ = δA + δBkM and λLM = max
Q∈SLQ
λM (Q) where the set
SLQ =
{
Q : Q = (A−BKC)T P + P (A−BKC)
(A,B) ∈ L, K ∈ [km, kM ]
}
11The stabilizing gain set KP,s (to) at time t = to, is just a “Lyapunov-
Way” of describing the set of gains which will stabilize the corresponding
LTI system (A (to) , B (to) , C) at time t = to.
Proof: Consider the Lyapunov candidate E = xTPx which
when differentiated along systems trajectory yields
E˙ = xTQ (t)x ≤ λM (Q (t))
∥∥x∥∥2 ≤ λLM ∥∥x∥∥2 (18)
where, Q (t) = AC (t)
T
P + PAC (t) and AC (t) = A (t) −
B (t)K (t)C. Definitely, Q (t) ∈ S as it is a sum of
the matrix PAC (t) and its transpose AC (t)
T
P . Note that,
λM (Q (t)) ≤ λLM , ∀ (A,B) ∈ L and ∀K ∈ [km, kM ]. When
λLM < 0, stability is obvious as according to inequality (18)
E˙ < 0, ∀ (A, B) ∈ L and ∀K ∈ [km, kM ]. As E˙ < 0 for
any ∀K ∈ [km, kM ], stability if guaranteed even if scanning
is infinitely slow, i.e. scan time T →∞. This is in accordance
with [C2].
We now consider the case when λLM > 0. Say at time t = t
∗,
E = E∗ and the system goes to scan mode to search for a
stabilizing gain. From inequality (18) we have,
E˙ ≤ λLM
∥∥x∥∥2 ≤ λLM
λm (P )
E (19)
We want to find the maximum possible increase in E in the
Scan Mode. At this point it is important to understand that
[C1] is another way of saying that KP,s (t) 6= ∅, ∀t ≥ 0.
Hence if [C1] is true, then Lemma 2 can be used to guarantee
that the maximum period of scan mode is 2T . Let E = Es
and t = ts at the end of scan mode. Maximum expansion in
E is obtained by integrating inequality (19) from t = t∗ to
t = t∗ + 2T
ES ≤ βsE∗ where, (20)
βs = exp
(
2λLMT
λm(P )
)
, the worst case expansion factor. The end
of scan mode implies that a stabilizing gain is found, i.e. at
t = ts, E˙ (ts) ≤ −αE (ts) (refer Fig. 6a), and the rest mode
starts. Here it is important to note the relation between α and
s (refer [C1]). [C1] assures that at t = ts a gain K can be
found s.t.
E˙ (ts) ≤ λM (Q (ts)) ‖x‖2 = −s ‖x‖2
≤ − s
λM (P )
E (ts) (21)
Comparing inequality (21) with Fig. 6a we get α = sλM (P ) .
Let τ be the duration of rest mode. We want to find the
minimum possible decrease in E in rest mode before it again
goes back to scan mode. Again,
E˙ = xTQ (t)x = xT [Q (ts) + ∆ (t)]x
= E˙ (ts) + x
T∆ (t)x where, (22)
∆ (t) = Q (t) − Q (ts). As K (t) = K (ts) ; ts ≤ t ≤ ts + τ
(K˙ = 0 in rest mode), ∆ (t) can be expanded as
∆ (t) = [∆A (t)−∆B (t)K (ts)C]T P
+P [∆A (t)−∆B (t)K (ts)C] (23)
where, ∆A (t) = A (t)−A (ts) and ∆B (t) = B (t)−B (ts).
Taking norm on both side of equation (23) yields∥∥∆ (t)∥∥ ≤ 2 ∥∥P [∆A (t)−∆B (t)K (ts)C]∥∥
≤ 2 ∥∥P∥∥ (∥∥∆A (t)∥∥+ ∥∥∆B (t)∥∥ ∥∥K (ts)∥∥ ∥∥C∥∥)
≤ 2λM (P ) δ∆t (24)
8where, δ = δA + δBkM and ∆t = t− ts. Note that
∥∥C∥∥ = 1.
Also ‖P‖ = λM (P ) for all P ∈ S+. Getting back to equation
(22) we have
E˙ = E˙ (ts) + x
T∆ (t)x ≤ −s∥∥x∥∥2 + ∥∥∆ (t)∥∥ ∥∥x∥∥2
≤ −s∥∥x∥∥2 + ∥∥∆ (t)∥∥ ∥∥x∥∥2
≤ − [s− 2λM (P ) δ∆t]
∥∥x∥∥2
≤ − (α− 2δ∆t)E (25)
To find the minimum possible value of τ we can substitute
E˙ = −γαE in inequality (25). This gives,
τ ≥ α (1− γ)
2δ
(26)
Hence, τmin =
α(1−γ)
2δ . Let E = Er at the end of rest mode.
We integrate inequality (25) from t = ts to t = ts +
α(1−γ)
2δ
to find the minimum possible contraction in rest mode,
Er ≤ βrEs where, (27)
βr = exp
(
−α
2(1−γ2)
4δ
)
, the worst case contraction factor.
Using inequality (20) and (27) we get
Er ≤ βE∗ where, (28)
β = βsβr = exp
(
−α
2(1−γ2)
4δ +
2λLMT
λm(P )
)
. If β ∈ (0, 1), there
will be an overall decrease in E in a rest-scan cycle. β ∈ (0, 1)
can be assured if
T <
λm (P )α
2
(
1− γ2)
8δλLM
(29)
Now we want to prove that inequality (29) ensures that
E (t) → 0 (and hence12 x (t) → 0) as t → ∞.Before
proceeding forward we note two things: 1) Theoretically
predictable duration of a rest-scan cycle is Trs = 2T+
α(1−γ)
2δ .
2) Trs is a conservative estimate of the duration of a rest-scan
cycle. Hence it may as well happen that the rest mode lasts
for a longer time leading to unpredictable contraction. This is
clearly shown in Fig. 7. Now we want to put an upper bound
on E (t). Say we want to upper bound E (t) in any one blue
dots shown in Fig. 7, i.e. in the green zones. This can be done
as follows
E (t) ≤ Eoβη(t) exp (−γα (t− η (t)Trs)) (30)
where, E = Eo at t = 0, η (t) is the number of complete
rest-scan cycle13 before time t. In inequality (30), βη(t) is
the predictable contraction factor contributed by the red zones
in Fig. 7 and the last term is the unpredictable contraction
factor contributed by the green zones in Fig. 7. Note that in
green zones all we can assure is that, E˙ ≤ −γαE, which
when integrated yields the last term of inequality (30). Now
we want to upper bound E (t) in one of the red dots shown
in Fig. 7 which can be done as
12As E = xTPx ≥ λm (P ) ‖x‖2 it implies ‖x‖ ≤
√
E
λm(P )
where
λm (P ) > 0 as P  0. Hence if E → 0 then ‖x‖ → 0 implying x→ 0.
13Without additional knowledge of system dynamics, η (t) is not pre-
dictable.
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shows the unpredictable rest modes.
E (t) ≤ Eoβsβη(t) exp
(
−γα (t− Trs − η (t)Trs)+
)
(31)
In inequality (31), the operator (a)+ = max (0, a). Inequal-
ity (31) resembles (30) except that in this case the system may
be in scan mode leading to the extra expansion factor βs in the
expression. There is an extra −Trs in the last term to deduct
the predictable time of the current rest-scan cycle. Among
inequality (30) and (31) , (31) is definitely the worst case upper
bound on E (t) due to the presence of two additional terms,
i.e. −Trs inside exp (−γα (·)) and βs ≥ 1. From inequality
(31) it is clear that if β ∈ (0, 1) then, E (t) → 0 as t → ∞.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
Remark 4: From inequality (31) convergence is better if β
is small. According to inequality (28), β decreases as α (or
s) increases and T decreases. The effect of γ on β is more
involved. In inequality (31), if γ increases then β increases
(refer inequality (28)). Thus predictable contraction decreases
(due to large β) but unpredictable contraction increases (due
to large γ). Hence γ can be neither too high nor too low.
Remark 5: Note that RGS strategy doesn’t impose any
theoretical limit on the rate of variation, δA and δB , of LTV
system. This is perhaps one of the novelty of RGS.
Remark 6 (RGS for LTI Systems): For uncertain LTI sys-
tems, Theorem 1 will have [C1] without any change. However,
[C2] will no longer impose an upper bound on T but will
just demand a finite non-zero value. This will ensure that a
stabilizing gain is found within a finite time period of 2T .
B. Bilinear Matrix Inequality(BMI) Optimization Problem
Foundation of RGS is based on the validity of [C1] for a
given uncertain LTV/LTI system. We pose a BMI optimization
problem to check the validity of [C1] and in the process find
the value of P and s needed for implementing RGS.
We start our discussion by formally defining the set L.
Let A (t) and B (t) be functions of p independent physical
parameters Θ = [Θ1, Θ2, . . . ,Θp]
T , i.e. (A (t) , B (t)) =
F (Θ (t)). Θ (t) is time varying and at every time instant is
9also associated with a uncertainty set because of parameter
uncertainty. We assume that every physical parameter Θi is
bounded, i.e. Θi (t) ∈
[
ΘLi ,Θ
H
i
]
. Then Θ (t) ∈ S, where
S = [ΘL1 ,ΘH1 ]×[ΘL2 ,ΘH2 ]×. . .×[ΘLp ,ΘHp ] a p−dimensional
hypercube. We assume no knowledge of the time variation of
Θ, i.e. Θ (t), but we assume the knowledge of S. Then L is
the image of S under the transformation F , i.e. F : S → L
where S ⊂ Rp and L ⊂ RN×N × RN×1.
Remark 7: The system described by equation
(15) can be represented using the compact notation[
a1 a2 · · · aN | b
]
. Hence one can assume that
L ⊂ RN+1 rather than L ⊂ RN×N × RN×1. This reduces
notational complexity by making the elements of L a vector
rather than ordered pair of two matrix.
At this point we would be interested in formulating [C1]
as an optimization problem. With a slight misuse of variable
s we can state the following problem.
Problem 1: [C1] holds if and only if the optimal value of
the problem
minimize: s
subject to:
(A−BKABC)T P +P (A−BKABC)  sI ∀ (A,B) ∈ L
P  0
with the design variables s ∈ R, P ∈ RN×N and KAB ∈
[km, kM ] is negative.
Note the use of KAB instead of K in Problem 1. It is
to signify that we do not need a common gain K for all
(A,B) ∈ L. Perhaps we can have seperate gains KAB for
every (A,B) ∈ L satisfying Problem 1 and the RGS strategy
described in Section IV-A will search for it. However the
optimization problem described in Problem 1 is semi-infinite14
and is hence not computationally tractable. We will now pose
Problem 1 as a finite optimization problem.
We can always bound the compact set L by a convex
polytope. Define a polytope15 P = Conv {V} where V =
{(Ai, Bi) : i = 1, 2, . . . ,m}, the m vertices of the convex
polytope s.t., if (A,B) ∈ L then (A,B) ∈ P . Then L ⊆ P .
We now give the following example to illustrate concepts
related to S, L and P (discussed above) and also discuss how
to calculate δA and δB (discussed in Assumption 3).
Example 2: Consider the following scalar LTV system:
x˙1 =
a (t)
3
c (t)
2
b′
x1 +
√
b′c (t)
a (t)
2/3
u ; y = x1 (32)
Here a, b
′
, c are the physical parameters which may
represent quantities like mass, friction coefficient, resistance,
capacitance etc. a and c are time varying while b
′
is an uncer-
tain parameter. a and c varies as: a (t) = a∗− a∗2 exp
(
− tτa
)
,
c (t) = c
∗
2 +
c∗
2 exp
(
− tτc
)
and b
′
lies in the uncertainty
set
[
b∗, 3b
∗
2
]
. Here physical parameter Θ = [a, b, c] and
hence p = 3. From the time variation of a and c we can
conclude that a ∈
[
a∗
2 , a
∗
]
and c ∈
[
c∗
2 , c
∗
]
. Therefore,
14Semi-Infinite optimization problems are the ones with infinite constraints.
15For a given L, P is not unique.
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, c
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Figure 8. a) Uncertainty set S associated with the physical parameters. The
coordinates of two diagonally opposite vertices is shown in the figure. b)
Uncertainty set L associated with the LTV system characterized by equation
(15). c) Bounding Convex Polytope P of set L. The red lines are the edges
of the polytope P . P has 5 vertices which forms the elements of set V .
S ∈
[
a∗
2 , a
∗
]
×
[
b∗, 3b
∗
2
]
×
[
c∗
2 , c
∗
]
which is an hypercube
as shown in Fig. 8a.
To find set L first note that for this example N = 1 as
the system described by equation (32) is scalar. Therefore
L ⊂ R2 and every element [a1, b]T ∈ L is a map [a1, b]T =
F
(
a, b
′
, c
)
where
F
(
a, b
′
, c
)
=
[
a3c2
b′√
b′c
a2/3
]
(33)
One method to obtain set L is to divide the hypercube S
into uniform grids and then map each grid using equation
(33). Set L for this example is shown in Fig. 8b. Though this
method to obtain L from S is computationally expensive, one
must appreciate that for a general system there is no other
elegant method. Now we want to find a convex polytope P
which bounds L. One such polytope is shown in Fig. 8c. This
polytope has m = 5 vertices. In practise polytope P can be
found using convex-hull functions available widely in many
programming languages. One popular reference is [29].
We now discuss how to calculate δA and δB for this
example. At this point one must appreciate that in most
practical scenario the controller designer may not explicitly
know the equations governing the rate of change of physical
parameters, i.e. say in this example the designer may not
know a (t) and c (t) explicitly. However it seems practical
to assume knowledge of the bounds on the rate of change of
physical parameters, i.e. controller designer may know that
0 < a˙ ≤ a∗2τa and − c
∗
2τc
≤ c˙ < 0. There is no standard way to
calculate δA and δB from these bounds. Also dependent on
the method used, one may get different estimate of δA and
δB. For this example δA and δB is calculated as follows.
δA = max
(∣∣∣ ddt (a(t)3c(t)2b′ )∣∣∣) = max( |3c2a2a˙+2a3cc˙|b′ )
=
max(3 sup(c)2 sup(a)2 max(a˙), 2 sup(a)3 sup(c) max(|c˙|))
inf(b′)
=
max(3(c∗)2(a∗)2( a
∗
2τa
), 2(a∗)3(c∗)( c
∗
2τc
))
(b∗)2
= (a
∗)3(c∗)2
2(b∗)2 max
(
3
τa
, 2τc
)
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δB = max
(∣∣∣∣ ddt (√b′c(t)a(t)2/3
)∣∣∣∣)
= max
(√
b′
∣∣∣− 2√ca˙
3a5/3
+ c˙
2
√
ca2/3
∣∣∣)
=
√
sup (b′)
(
2
√
sup(c)( a
∗
2τa
)
3 inf(a)
5/3
+
( c
∗
2τc
)
2
√
inf(c) inf(a)
2/3
)
=
√
c∗
(a∗)
2/3
(
2
5/3
3τc
+ 1
25/6τc
)
Lemma 3: Under Assumption 4, if for a given P ∈ RN×N
and s ∈ R there exist a Ki ∈ [km, kM ] s.t.
(Ai −BiKiC)T P + P (Ai −BiKiC)  sI, (Ai, Bi) ∈ V
then there exist a KAB ∈ [km, kM ] s.t.
(A−BKABC)T P +P (A−BKABC)  sI ∀ (A,B) ∈ L
Proof: We first define a N × N matrix Γ all elements of
which are 0 except its (N, 1) element which is 1. Also note
that all (A,B) ∈ L can be written as a convex combination
of the elements V of the convex polytope P . Mathematically,
∀ (A,B) ∈ L there exists scalars θi ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, . . .m s.t.
(A,B) =
m∑
i=1
θi (Ai, Bi) and
m∑
i=1
θi = 1
where, (Ai, Bi) ∈ V ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , m. Now,
(A−BKABC)T P + P (A−BKABC)
=
(
ATP + PA
)− bKAB (ΓTP + PΓ)
=
m∑
i=1
θi
(
ATi P + PAi
)− (ΓTP + PΓ)KAB m∑
i=1
θibi (34)
Equation (34) is possible because BC = b (t) Γ owing to the
special structure of B and C matrix. Using the inequality
(Ai −BiKiC)T P +P (Ai −BiKiC)  sI, (Ai, Bi) ∈ V
in equation (34) we have
(A−BKABC)T P + P (A−BKABC)

[
m∑
i=1
θiKibi −KAB
m∑
i=1
θibi
] (
ΓTP + PΓ
)
+ sI (35)
Choosing, KAB =
m∑
i=1
θiKibi
m∑
i=1
θibi
in inequality (35) yields
(A−BKABC)T P + P (A−BKABC)  sI
Now all we need to do is to prove that the chosen KAB
lies in the interval [km, kM ]. We know that km ≤ Ki ≤ kM .
Therefore under Assumption 416,
16Without Assumption 4, the denominator
∑m
i=1 θibi may become 0.
m∑
i=1
θikmbi
m∑
i=1
θibi
≤ KAB ≤
m∑
i=1
θikMbi
m∑
i=1
θibi
⇒ km ≤ KAB ≤ kM
This concludes the proof of Lemma 3. The importance
of Lemma 3 is that it reduces the semi-infinite optimization
problem posed in Problem 1 into a finite optimization problem.
This results into the most important result of this section.
Theorem 2: [C1] holds if the optimal value of the problem
minimize: s
subject to:
(Ai −BiKiC)T P +P (Ai −BiKiC)  sI ∀ (Ai, Bi) ∈ V
km ≤ Ki ≤ kM , i = 1, 2, . . . ,m
P  0
with design variables s ∈ R, P ∈ RN×N and Ki ∈ R, i =
1, 2, . . . ,m is negative.
Proof: The proof follows from Problem 1 and Lemma 3.
Note that while Problem 1 is a necessary and sufficient
condition, Theorem 2 is a sufficient condition. This is due to
the fact that L ⊆ P leading to some conservativeness in the
optimization problem proposed in Theorem 2.
Theorem 2 poses the classical BMI Eigenvalue Minimization
Problem (BMI-EMP) in variables P and Ki. As such BMI’s
are non-convex in nature leading to multiple local minimas.
Several algorithms to find the local minima exist in literature
(see [30], [31]). Algorithms for global minimization of BMI’s
is rather rare and have received attention in works like [32],
[33]. Our approach is similar to [32] which is basically a
Branch and Bound algorithm. Such an algorithm works by
bounding s by a lower bound ΦL and an upper bound ΦU ,
i.e. ΦL ≤ s ≤ ΦU . The algorithm then progressively refines
the search to reduce ΦU−ΦL. Our main algorithm consists of
Algorithm 4.1 of [32] (Page 4). The Alternating SDP method
mentioned in [34] (Page 2) is used for calculating ΦU . For
calculating ΦL we have used the convex relaxation technique
first introduced in [33] (also discussed in [34], equation (9)).
In Appendix B we present a working knowledge of our
algorithm. For detailed explanation the readers may refer the
corresponding work [32], [34].
Theorem 2 poses an optimization problem with (Ai, Bi) ∈
V , km and kM as inputs and P , s and Ki, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m
as outputs. But km and kM are not known. An initial es-
timate of km = kRHm and kM = k
RH
M is obtained by
using Routh-Hurwitz criteria17 for each (Ai, Bi) ∈ V . Let
Ki = K
RH
i , i = 1, 2, . . . ,m be the output of the optimization
problem with this initial estimate. Let k∗m = min
1≤i≤m
(
KRHi
)
and k∗M = max
1≤i≤m
(
KRHi
)
, then the following holds:
1) k∗m ≥ kRHm and k∗M ≤ kRHM . This is because kRHm ≤
KRHi ≤ kRHM , ∀ i = 1, 2, . . . , m and hence
kRHm ≤ min
1≤i≤m
(
KRHi
) ≤ max
1≤i≤m
(
KRHi
) ≤ kRHM
17Routh-Hurwitz criteria is used to find the bounds on the feedback gains
for which a SISO LTI system is closed loop stable. Refer [35] for details.
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2) The outputs, P , s and Ki, obtained by running the op-
timization algorithm with a) km = kRHm and kM = k
RH
M
or b) km = k∗m and kM = k
∗
M , will be the same. This is
because the gains KRHi obtained by running the optimization
algorithm with km = kRHm and kM = k
RH
M also satisfies the
bounds k∗m ≤ KRHi ≤ k∗M .
Therefore if we choose km = k∗m and kM = k
∗
M
we would get a smaller RGS gain set, i.e. (k∗M − k∗m) ≤(
kRHM − kRHm
)
, without compromising the convergence coeffi-
cient s. A smaller RGS gain set will ease the controller design
in an analog setting.
We now give a bound on λLM (defined in Theorem 1). It
is not possible to calculate λLM with the formula given in
Theorem 1 as it will involve search over the dense set SLQ.
Define a set
SPQ =
{
Q : Q = (A−BKC)T P + P (A−BKC)
(A,B) ∈ P, K ∈ [km, kM ]
}
Let λPM = max
Q∈SPQ
λM (Q). As L ⊆ P it is obvious that, SLQ ⊆
SPQ (S
L
Q defined in Theorem 1). Therefore
18, λLM ≤ λPM . Thus
λPM gives an estimate of λ
L
M by upper bounding it. It can be
shown that for a scalar gain K and the specific structure of
B and C (refer equation (15)), it can be proved that SPQ is
compact convex set. Also λM (Q) is a convex function for all
Q ∈ S+ (refer Page 82 of [36]). It is well known that global
maxima of a convex function over a convex compact set only
occurs at some extreme points of the set (refer [37]). Thus
the problem of maximizing λM (·) over Q ∈ SPQ reduces to
maximizing λM (·) over Q ∈ SVQ where
SVQ =
{
Q : Q = (A−BKC)T P + P (A−BKC)
(A,B) ∈ V, K ∈ {km, kM}
}
the set of vertices of SPQ . This leads to the following formula
λLM ≤ λPM = max
Q∈SVQ
λM (Q) (36)
Inequality (36) can be used to obtain an estimate of λLM .
Remark 8: As mentioned in the beginning of Section IV, for
a controller to be implementable in analog framework it has
to be simple. Though the synthesis of RGS parameters (km,
kM , T , α, γ and P ) is complex, one must appreciate that
designing a controller is a ’one time deal’. RGS in itself is a
simple gain-scheduled controller governed by equation (16).
V. EXAMPLE
Parallel Plate Electrostatic Actuator (PPA) shown in Fig. 9a
forms a vital component of several miniaturized systems. We
perform regulatory control of PPA to show effectiveness of
the proposed analog architecture and RGS strategy. PPA’s as
described in [20] (page 183) follows the following dynamics
my¨ + by˙ + ky =
εA
2 (G− y)2V
2
s (37)
18This is more like saying that the maximum of a function (λM (·) here)
over a bigger set (SPQ here) will be greater than the maximum over a smaller
set (SLQ here).
which is nonlinear in nature. Plant parameter includes spring
constant κ, damping coefficient b, moving plate mass and area
m and A respectively, permittivity ε and maximum plate gap
G. As we are interested in only regulatory control, we use the
following linearized model[
x˙1
x˙2
]
=
[
0 1
−κ(G−3Go)m(G−Go) − bm
] [
x1
x2
]
+
[
0√
2εAκGo
m(G−Go)
]
ur (38)
where, x1 is the displacement from the operating point Go.
Plant output is the moving plate position y = Go + x1.
Plant input is Vs = Vb + Vu. Comparing with RGS theory,
Vb = ub, the bias voltage to maintain Go as the operating
point and Vu = ur = KVe = K (Go − y) = −Kx1, the
regulation voltage supplied by the Memristive AGC. Plant
parameter includes spring constant κ, damping coefficient b,
moving plate mass and area m and A respectively, permittivity
ε and maximum plate gap G. For Go > G3 , the system has an
unstable pole. We perform regulation around Go = 2G3 .
The true plant parameters are, m = 3×10−3 kg, b = 1.79×
10−2Nsm−1, G = 10−3m, A = 1.6×10−3m2. G and A are
uncertain but lie in the set G ∈ SG =
[
0.5 2.0
] × 10−3m,
A ∈ SA =
[
1.2 1.8
]×10−3m2. ε varies due to surrounding
condition as ε (t) = 5εo + 1.5εo sin (7.854t) where εo is the
permittivity of vacuum. Spring loosening causes κ to decrease
as κ (t) = 0.08+0.087e−0.8tNm−1. Now we will discuss the
steps involved in implementing RGS in an analog framework.
Step 1 (Identify S): S is the uncertainty set of physical param-
eters first defined in Page 8. Define set Sε =
[
3.5εo 6.5εo
]
and Sκ =
[
0.08 0.167
]
Nm−1. Then the ordered pair
(G,A, ε, κ) ∈ S = SG×SA×Sε×Sκ. Note that here p = 4.
Step 2 (Find P): To do this we numerically map S to L
(as shown in Example 2) and then use convhulln function of
MATLAB to find a convex polytope P s.t. L ⊆ P . In this case
P consist of m = 4 vertices. We explicitly don’t mention the
computed P for the sake of neatness.
Step 3 (Compute P , s, α, km, kM ): Solving optimization
problem proposed in Theorem 2 we get, s = 0.917, km =
8600 and kM = 86000 and P =
[
0.9937 0.0757
0.0757 0.0895
]
. Here,
λM (P ) = 1, hence α = sλM (P ) = 0.917.
Step 4 (Compute λm (P ), λLM , δ): For the calculated P ,
λm (P ) = 0.083. From equation (36), λLM = 29.1. We will
now calculate δA and δB for this example. As mentioned
in Example 2 the controller designer does not know κ (t)
and ε (t) explicitly but they do know the bounds on κ˙ and
ε˙ which for this example is: (−0.087× 0.8) ≤ κ˙ < 0 and
− (1.5× 7.854× εo) ≤ ε˙ ≤ (1.5× 7.854× εo).
First note that (2× 2) element of the system matrix of the
linearized PPA model (described by equation (38)) is not time
varying. Hence δA can be simply written as
δA = max
(∣∣∣ ddt (−κ(t)(G−3Go)m(G−Go) )∣∣∣)
= max
(∣∣∣∣ ddt (−κ(t)(G−3( 2G3 ))m(G− 2G3 )
)∣∣∣∣)
= 3 max(|κ˙|)m
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Figure 9. a) Schematic of PPA. b) Analog Implementation of E = xTPx
for P ∈ R2×2. Note that, P12 = P21 as P ∈ S. c) Analog Implementation
of RGS. d), e), f) Plots of plate position error x1 (from operating point Go),
normalized RGS gain K
km
and Lyapunov Function E = xTPx with respect
to time.
δB = max
(∣∣∣∣ ddt (√2ε(t)Aκ(t)Gom(G−Go) )
∣∣∣∣)
= max
(∣∣∣∣∣ ddt
(√
2ε(t)Aκ(t)( 2G3 )
m(G− 2G3 )
)∣∣∣∣∣
)
= 1m
√
12 sup(SA)
inf(SG) max
(∣∣∣ ˙√εK∣∣∣)
= 1m
√
12 sup(SA)
inf(SG) max
(∣∣∣ κε˙+εκ˙2√ε√κ ∣∣∣)
= 1m
√
12 sup(SA)
inf(SG)
(
sup(Sκ) max(|ε˙|)+sup(Sε) max(|κ˙|)
2
√
inf(Sε)
√
inf(Sκ)
)
Substituting the values in the above equation of δA and δB we
get δ = δA + kMδB = 1351.
Step 5 (Compute T and γ): We arbitarily choose γ = 0.5.
Substituting γ = 0.5 in inequality (29) we get T < 1.66 ×
10−7 s. Hence we choose T = 10−7 s.
Step 6 (Analog Design): Fig. 9b and 9c combined shows the
analog implementation of RGS. The error voltage Ve is the
plate position error, i.e. Ve = −x1 = (Go − y). The gain
control voltage VC is controlled by the Hysteresis Block and
the Voltage Toggler block. In Rest Mode VC = 0 thereby
ensuring that the gain M is constant (refer equation (12)). In
Scan Mode VC ∈ {−VDD , VDD}, VC = VDD to scan from
RSoff to R
S
on and VC = −VDD to scan from RSon to RSoff
(refer equation (12)). RC controls M˙, the rate of change of
gain (refer equation (12)). Setting RC = VDDTQSM
ensures a
scan time of T . The derivation of RC is simple. Note that the
resistance of memristor will change from RSoff to R
S
on if we
pass a charge QSM through it. We want this change to happen
in time T and hence the desired current is Q
S
M
T . As VC = VDD
in scan mode, the required resistance RC = VDD(QSM/T) =
VDDT
QSM
.
The Hysteresis Block is a conventional inverting schmitt
trigger. Tuning R1 =
2(VDD−α)
α(1−γ) R2 and R3 =
2(VDD−α)
α(1+γ) R2
ensures19 that the schmitt trigger’s output goes from VDD to
−VDD at E˙E = −γα and from −VDD to VDD at E˙E = −α. Due
to the transistor arrangement in Hysteresis Block: 1) VC = 0
when Vsh = VDD. Therefore Vsh = VDD implies Rest Mode.
2) VC = VT when Vsh = −VDD. It will be explained next
that VT ∈ {−VDD , VDD}. Therefore Vsh = −VDD implies
Scan Mode. So we can conclude that the Hysteresis Block
goes from Rest Mode to Scan Mode when E˙E = −γα and
from Scan Mode to Rest Mode when E˙E = −α. This is in
accordance with the hysteresis shown in Fig. 6a.
VT , the output of the Voltage Toggler block, toggles between
−VDD and VDD. Recalling equation (12), this will result in
the gain of the memristive gain control block reflect between[
RSon
RI
,
RSoff
RI
]
. We now explain the working of this block. Say
VT = VDD and the zone indicating voltages (refer Fig. 3)
VL1 = VL2 = VDD. As VL1 = VL2 = VDD, transistors TC2
and TC3 are OFF . The voltage V + = VT2 =
VDD
2 . Since
V + = VDD2 > 0, VT = VDD. This shows that the output of
Voltage Toggler block is stable. As VT = VDD, memristor’s
resistance M will decrease till M = RSon (see equation (12))
at which point VL1 = −VDD and VL2 = VDD (refer Case 2
of III-D). TC3 will be momentarily ON making V + = −VDD
and hence driving VT to −VDD. Then M will increase from
RSon, making VL1 = VL2 = VDD and hence driving TC3 to
OFF state. When this occurs V + = VT2 = −VDD2 . As V + =
−VDD2 < 0, VT = −VDD. Similar momentary transition of
TC2 to ON state will toggle VT from −VDD to VDD when
M = RSoff .
Several plots corresponding the regulatory performance of
PPA under RGS control strategy is shown in Fig. 9d, e, f. It is
interesting to observe that an LTV system can have multiple
rest-scan cycle (see Fig. 9e). This is because for a time varying
system a stabilizing gain at a given instant may not be the
stabilizing gain at a later instant due to the change in system
dynamics. Unlike LTV system, a LTI system will have only 1
rest-scan cycle.
Remark 9: In this example T is very low which may seem
to challenge analog design. However for all practical purposes
it is not so. For the sake of simulation we choose a fictitious
time variation of κ (t) and ε (t) which is quite fast compared
to that found in nature. Therefore δA and δB is high (refer
Step 4) resulting in a high δ and hence a low scan time T
(refer inequality (29). In practice, time variation of a system
caused by ageing effect and atmospheric variation is a slow
process. Hence, T will be much higher.
Remark 10: To control an array of miniaturized devices (say
PPA) one can reduce the circuitry required by identifying the
components of the circuit which can be common for the entire
array. For example, Synchronization Block can be common
for the entire array. Synchronization of each pair of coupled
Memristor Gain Block and Integrator (refer Fig. 3) can be
done in a time multiplexed manner, i.e. each pair of coupled
Memristor Gain Block and Integrator is synchronized using
19The designer is free to choose the resistance R2.
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one Synchronization Block. The oscillator shown in the circuit
of Fig. 3 can also be common for the entire array.
VI. DISCUSSION
To the best of authors knowledge this paper is one of the first
attempts towards understanding the use of memristor in control
applications. A memristive variable gain architecture has been
proposed. We then propose (and prove) RGS control strategy
which can be implemented using this framework. Simplicity
of RGS control strategy is demonstrated using an example.
The extension of this work can take two course.
From Circuit Standpoint one may try to design an analog
circuit which mimics the circuit shown in Fig. 2 but with a
lesser number of op-amps. Since the synthesis of memristor
is still an engineering challenge, one may speculate regarding
the use of variable CMOS resistors (refer [21]) to implement
the analog gain controller proposed in Section III.
Two milestones have to be addressed before RGS is prac-
tically feasible: 1) RGS needs information about the states x
which is obtained by differentiating the output y N−1 times.
But differentiation might amplify the noise. 2) RGS relies on
the knowledge of E which is obtained by performing xTPx
using analog circuitry. Such analog implementation will be
easier if P is sparse. Hence from Control Theoretic Standpoint,
addressing these two issues will be the first target of the
authors. Later point has been addressed in [38]. Extending
RGS to SISO non-linear and in general MIMO systems would
be the next step. It would also be interesting to explore other
simple control strategies (like [39]) which can be implemented
in analog framework.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 1: DRIFTING NATURE OF STABILIZING
GAIN SET KP,s (t)
To prove Lemma 1 we will take the following steps:
1) Pick a gain K ∈ KP,s (t).
2) Prove that if δt → 0 then there exist a ∆K → 0 s.t.
(K + ∆K) ∈ KP,s (t+ δt).
3) As ∆K → 0, (K + ∆K) ∈ KP,s (t). Hence
the gain K + ∆K belongs to both the sets,
KP,s (t) and KP,s (t+ δt). This implies that
KP,s (t)
⋂KP,s (t+ δt) 6= ∅.
Now we proceed with the proof. We first pick a gain K ∈
KP,s (t). As KP,s (t) 6= ∅, ∀t ≥ 0 such a gain will exist. For
a time t = t∗ there exists a gain K∗ ∈ KP,s (t∗) and a scalar
s∗ > s s.t. the following equality holds
(A∗ −B∗K∗C)T P + P (A∗ −B∗K∗C) = −s∗I (39)
In equation (39) A∗ = A (t∗) and B∗ = B (t∗). Equation
(38) directly follows from the very definition of stabilizing
gain set (defined in page 7). Lets say that at time t = t∗ + δt
there exist a K∗ + ∆K s.t.
[(A∗ + δA)− (B∗ + δB) (K∗ + ∆K)C]T P
+P [(A∗ + δA)− (B∗ + δB) (K∗ + ∆K)C] = −s∗I
(40)
In equation (40) δA = A˙ (t∗) δt and δB = B˙ (t∗) δt are
infinitesimal change in A and B respectively. Note that ∆K
is a scalar. Hence, substituting equation (39) in (40) yields
∆KR = (δA− δBK∗C)T P + P (δA− δBK∗C) (41)
where, R = CT (B∗ + δB)T P + P (B∗ + δB)C. Hence if
∆K satisfies equation (41) then K∗ + ∆K ∈ KP,s (t∗ + δt).
Now all we need to do is to prove that ∆K is infinitesimal,
i.e. ∆K → 0 if δA → 0 and δB → 0. Taking norm on both
side of equation (41) we get,
∆K ‖R‖ ≤ 2 ‖P‖ (‖δA‖+K∗ ‖δB‖ ‖C‖)
∆K ≤ 2 ‖P‖ (δA +K
∗δB)
‖R‖ δt (42)
Since ‖R‖ is finite it is obvious from inequality (42) that
∆K → 0 as δt→ 0. This concludes the proof.
APPENDIX B
GLOBAL SOLUTION OF BMI-EMP
Theorem 2 involves solving the following BMI-EMP opti-
mization problem
OP1:
minimize: s
subject to:
(Ai −BiKiC)T P +P (Ai −BiKiC)  sI ∀ (Ai, Bi) ∈ V
km ≤ Ki ≤ kM , i = 1, 2, . . . ,m
P  0
We will first justify why OP1 is called BMI-EMP. Consider
a matrix inequality of type
(A−BKC)T P + P (A−BKC)  sI (43)
Given a set of A, B, C, K and P , the least possible value
of s which will satisfy inequality (43) is indeed the largest
eigen value of the matrix (A−BKC)T P + P (A−BKC).
So if we exclude the inequalities km ≤ Ki ≤ kM and P  0,
then OP1 can be equaly casted as
min
P,Ki
max
(Ai, Bi)∈V
λM
(
(Ai −BiKiC)T P + P (Ai −BiKiC)
)
which is basically a Largest Eigenvalue Minimization Prob-
lem or just “EMP”. Now consider the function
Λ (P , K) = λM
(
(A−BKC)T P + P (A−BKC)
)
The matrix Q (P, K) := (A−BKC)T P+P (A−BKC)
is Bilinear in the sense that it is linear in K if P is fixed and
linear in P if K is fixed. As Q ∈ S, the function Λ (P , K) =
λM (Q (P, K)) is convex in K if P is fixed and convex in P
if K is fixed.
We are interested in the global solution of BMI-EMP as a
smaller value s will ensure better convergence of the LTV/LTI
system. In the following we will provide a sketch of the work
done in [32], [34], [33] which will be just enough to design
an algorithm for global solution of BMI-EMP. However we
don’t provide detailed explanation of the algorithm for which
the reader may refer [32].
Before proceeding forward we would like to cast OP1 in a
form which can be handled by a numerical solver. Observe that
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the third constrain of OP1 is a strict inequality which demands
that the Lyapunov Matrix P has to be positive definite (not
positive semi-definite). Such a strict inequality will impose
numerical challenge and hence we replace it with the non-
strict inequality P  µpI where, 0 < µp  1. Without any
loss of generality: 1) We constrain the ‖P‖ ≤ 1 by imposing
the constrain P  I . 2) We normalize the RGS gain set. We
get the following optimization problem,
OP2:
minimize: s
subject to:
ATi P+PAi−(BiC)T KiP−KiP (BiC)  sI ∀ (Ai, Bi) ∈ V
µk ≤ Ki ≤ 1, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m
µpI  P  I
In the above problem, µk = kmkM < 1. We also redefine
C as C :=
[
kM · · · 0 0
]
, to neutralize the effect of
normalizing RGS gain set.
We now define two vectors: P =
[
p1 p2 · · · pnp
]T
containing the np =
N(N+1)
2 distinct elements of symmetric
matrix P and K =
[
K1 K2 · · · Km
]T
the m normal-
ized RGS Gains of OP2. We also define two sets XP and XK
as follows
XP := [−1, 1]np ; XK := [µk, 1]m
Note that XP is a np dimensional unit hypercube such that20
P ∈ XP and XK is a m dimensional hyper-rectangle such that
K ∈ XK . We also define smaller hyper-rectangle’s QP ⊆ XP ,
QK ⊆ XK and Q ⊆ XP ×XK as follows
QP :=
[
L1P , U
1
P
]× [L2P , U2P ]× . . .× [LnpP , UnpP ]
QK :=
[
L1K , U
1
K
]× [L2K , U2K]× . . .× [LmK , UmK ]
Q := QP ×QK
Obviously −1 ≤ LiP ≤ U iP ≤ 1 and µk ≤ LiK ≤ U iK ≤ 1.
Consider the following “constrained version” of OP2 where
(P , K) is only defined in the small hyper-rectangle Q.
OP3:
minimize: s
subject to:
ATi P+PAi−(BiC)T KiP−KiP (BiC)  sI ∀ (Ai, Bi) ∈ V
µk ≤ Ki ≤ 1, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m
µpI  P  I
(P , K) ∈ Q
The input to OP3 is the set Q and its output is s∗ (Q) which
is a function of Q. We want to bound s∗ (Q) by an upper and
a lower bound as follows:
ΦL (Q) ≤ s∗ (Q) ≤ ΦU (Q) (44)
The convex relaxation technique introduced in [33] (also
discussed in [34], equation (9)) has been used to get the
lower bound ΦL (Q). We replace the nonlinearity KiP
with a new matrix Wi. As Wi is a symmetric ma-
trix matrix of order N we can represent it by a vec-
tor Wi =
[
w1i w2i · · · wnpi
]T
containing the np
20All the element of the Lyapunov Matrix P will be in the range [−1, 1]
as P  I according to OP2.
Algorithm 1 Alternating SDP Method
1. Set K(0) =Centroid of QK .
(
s(0),P(0)
)
= OP3
(Q,K(0)).
2. if
(
s(0) =∞)
3. return ∞.
4. else
5. Set δ > 0 and k = 0.
6. do {
7.
(
s(k+1) , P(k+1)
)
= OP3
(Q , K(k))
8.
(
s(k+1) , K(k+1)
)
= OP3
(Q , P(k+1))
9. k = k + 1.
10. } while (s(k−1) − s(k) < δ ∣∣s(k)∣∣)
11. return s(k).
12. end
distinct elements of Wi. We now define a matrix W =[
WT1 W
T
2 · · · WTm
]T
. If OP3 is expanded in terms
of pj and Ki then the element wji of W is constrained by
the equality wji = Kipj . Rather than imposing this equality
constrain we let wji to be a free variable which can take any
value in the set W (Q) defined as
W (Q) :=
W
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(P , K) ∈ Q
wji ≥ LiKpj + LjPKi − LiKLjP
wji ≥ U iKpj + U jPKi − U iKU jP
wji ≤ U iKpj + LjPKi − U iKLjP
wji ≤ LiKpj + U jPKi − LiKU jP

By performing the convex relaxation stated above we get
the following optimization problem.
OP4:
minimize: s
subject to:
ATi P +PAi−(BiC)T Wi−Wi (BiC)  sI ∀ (Ai, Bi) ∈ V
µpI  P  I
µpKiIµk Wi  KiI, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m
(P , K) ∈ Q
W ∈ W (Q)
The input to OP4 is the set Q and its output is ΦL (Q).
As OP4 is a relaxed version of OP3, ΦL (Q) ≤ s∗ (Q). Note
that OP4 is a convex optimization problem, more specifically
a Semi-Definite Program(SDP) which can be solved by nu-
merical solvers like CVX[40].
We now concentrate on defining the upper bound ΦU (Q).
Any local minima of OP3 can indeed be the upper bound
ΦU (Q). We use the Alternating SDP Method discussed in
[33], [41] . Alternating SDP method relies on the Bi-Convex
nature of OP3, i.e. OP3 becomes a convex problem (more
specifically SDP) in P with K fixed or a convex problem
in K with P fixed. Alternating SDP Method is summarized
in Algorithm 1. We represent by OP3 (Q , K′) the opti-
mization problem obtained by fixing K = K
′
in OP3 and
OP3 (Q , P′) the optimization problem obtained by fixing
P = P
′
in OP3. The input to OP3 (Q , K′) is the small
hyper-rectangle Q and the fixed RGS gain K′ while the input
to OP3 (Q , P′) is the small hyper-rectangle Q and the fixed
Lyapunov Matrix P
′
. The outputs of OP3 (Q , K′) are the
optimized s and P while the outputs of OP3 (Q , P′) are the
optimized s and K.
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Algorithm 2 Branch and Bound
1. Set  > 0 and k = 0.
2. Set Q0 = XP ×XK and G0 = {Q0}.
3. Set L0 = ΦL (Q0) and U0 = ΦU (Q0).
4. while (Uk − Lk < )
5. Select Q¯ from Gk such that Lk = ΦL
(Q¯).
6. Set Gk+1 = Gk −
{Q¯}.
7. Split Q¯ along its longest egde into Q¯1 and Q¯2.
8. for (i = 1, 2)
9. if
(
ΦL
(Q¯i) ≤ Uk)
10. Compute ΦU
(Q¯i).
11. Set Gk+1 = Gk
⋃{Q¯i}.
12. end
13. end
14. Set Uk+1 = minQ∈Gk+1
ΦU (Q).
15. Pruning : Gk+1 = Gk+1 − {Q : ΦL (Q) > Uk+1}.
16. Set Lk+1 = minQ∈Gk+1
ΦL (Q).
17. Set k = k + 1.
18. end
Under the various definations introduced above the Branch
and Bound Algorithm [32] calculate the global minima of
OP2 to an absolute accuracy of  > 0 within finite time.
The psuedocode of Branch and Bound method is given in
Algorithm 2.
APPENDIX C
CONTROL THEORETIC DEFINITIONS AND CONCEPTS
The control theoretic analysis presented in this paper relies
on definitions and theorems from three broad areas. This
concepts are standard and can be easily found in books like
[42], [36].
A. Real Analysis
Defintion 1 (Cartesian Product of Sets): Cartesian Products
of two sets A and B, denoted by A×B, is defined as the set
of all ordered pairs (a, b) where a ∈ A and b ∈ B.
Notion 1 (Connected Set): A set is said to be connected if
for any two points on that set, there exist at-least one path
joining those two points which also lies on the set. Note that
this is not the "general definition" of connected set.
Notion 2 (Compact Set): In Eucledian Space Rn, a closed
and bounded set is called a compact set. Also a compact set
in Rn is always closed and bounded. Note that this is not the
"general definition" of compact set.
B. Linear Algebra
Definition 2 (Eucledian Norm of a Vector): For a vector
x ∈ Rn, eucledian norm ‖x‖ is defined as ‖x‖ :=
√
xTx.
Throughout the entire paper “norm” means “eucledian norm”
unless mentioned otherwise.
Definition 3 (Induced Spectral Norm of a Matrix): For a
matrix A ∈ Rm×n, Induced Spectral Norm ‖A‖ is defined as
‖A‖ := sup
x∈Rn−{0}
‖Ax‖
‖x‖
It can equally be defined as
‖A‖ := sup
‖x‖=1
‖Ax‖
Definition 4 (Positive (Negative) Definite (Semi-Definite)
Matrix): A square matrix A ∈ Rn×n is said to be positive
definite if xTAx > 0, ∀x ∈ Rn−{0} and is said to be positive
semi-definite if xTAx ≥ 0, ∀x ∈ Rn. A matrix A is said to
be negative definite is −A is positive definite and is said to
be negative semi-definite is −A is positive semi-definite.
Linear Algebra Theorems:
1) Properties of norms:
a) For a vector x ∈ Rn, if ‖x‖ = 0 then x = 0. Also
if ‖x‖ → 0 then x→ 0.
b) For any two matrix A, B ∈ Rn×m, ‖A+B‖ ≤
‖A‖+ ‖B‖.
c) For any matrix A ∈ Rn×m and a scalar α, ‖αA‖ =
α ‖A‖.
d) For any two matrix A, B ∈ Rn×m, ‖AB‖ ≤
‖A‖ ‖B‖.
e) For any matrix A ∈ Rn×m and a vector x ∈ Rm,
‖Ax‖ ≤ ‖A‖ ‖x‖.
2) Eigenvalues of symmetric positive (negative) definite
matrix are positive (negative).
3) For any symmetric matrix A ∈ Rn×n and a vector x ∈
Rn,
λm (A) ‖x‖2 ≤ xTAx ≤ λM (A) ‖x‖2
4) For any symmetric positive definite (semi-definite) ma-
trix A, ‖A‖ = λM (A).
5) For any square matrix A, xTAx ≤ ‖A‖ ‖x‖2
C. Convex Analysis
Definition 5 (Convex Set): A set A is said to be convex if
for any x , y ∈ A, θx+ (1− θ) y ∈ A , ∀ θ ∈ [0 , 1].
Definition 6 (Convex Function): Let A ∈ Rn be a convex
set. A function f : A → R is convex if
f (θx+ (1− θ) y) ≤ θf (x) + (1− θ) f (y)
for all x , y ∈ A and for all 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1.
Definition 7 (Convex Combination and Convex Hull): Given
a set A = { a1 a2 · · · an }, its convex combination are
those elements which can be expressed as
θ1a1 + θ2a2 + · · ·+ θnan
where θ1 + θ2 + · · ·+ θn = 1 and θi ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
The set of all convex combination of set A is called the
convex hull of A. Convex Hull of set A is indeed the smallest
convex set containing A.
Definition 8 (Semi-Definite Program): A semi-definite pro-
gram or SDP is an optimization problem in variable x =[
x1 x2 · · · xn
]T ∈ Rn with the generic structure
minimize : cTx
subject to :
F0 + x1F1 + x2F2 + · · ·+ xnFn  0
Ax = b
where F0, F1, F2, . . . , Fn ∈ S, c ∈ Rn, A ∈ Rp×n and
b ∈ Rp.
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